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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Fibonacci numbers Fn are defined by 

F1 = F2 = I Fn+2 = Fn+1 + Fn (n > 1), 

and the Lucas numbers Ln by 

L1 = I L2 = 3, Ln+2= Ln+1 + Ln (n>7j. 

We shall use the graph theoretic terminology of Harary [2 ] . A wheel on n + 1 points is obtained from a cycle on 
n points by joining each of these n points to a further point This cycle is known as the rim of the wheel, the other 
edges are the spokes, and the further point is the hub. A fan is what is obtained when one edge is removed from the 
rim of a wheel. We also refer to the rim and the spokes of a fan, but use the word pivot instead of hub. We give now an 
illustration of a labelled wheel and a labelled fan on 9 points. 

Figure 1 

Acomposition of the positive integer n is a vector (a-/, a2, ~, ak) whose components are positive integers such that 
ai + a2 + -~+Ok = n. If the vector has order k then the composition is a /r-part composition. 

For n > 2 the number of spanning trees of a labelled wheel on n + 1 points is L.2n - 2, and the number of span-
ning trees of a labelled fan on n + 1 points is F2n- References concerning the first of these results may be found in 
[3 ] ; both results are proved simply in [4 ] . 

In this paper, by simple new combinatorial arguments, we derive both old and new formulae for the Fibonacci and 
Lucas numbers. 

2. A SIMPLE COMBINATORIAL PROOF THAT F2„+2m = F2n+lF2m
 + F2nF2m-l 

Let the number of spanning trees of a labelled fan on n+1 points be fn, and the number elf those spanning-trees 
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Figure 2 Figure 3 
of a labelled fan on n + 1 points which include a specified leading edge (11, n + 11 in Fig. 2) be e^ Clearly 

(1) en+1 = en + fn (n > 1). 

Mow consider a fan on n + m + 1 points. This may be thought of as two fans A and B, connected at the pivot 
and at two points labelled n and n + f as indicated in Fig. 3. Then 

(2) fn+m = fnfm + fnem + enfm (n,m > 1) 

so 
(3) fn+m = en+1fm + fnem (n,m > 1) 

by (1). In formula 12) fnfm is the number of those spanning trees which do not include j n, n + 11 . The restrictions 
of a spanning tree which includes | n, n + 11 to A and to B are either a spanning tree of A and a spanning sub-
graph of B consisting of two trees, one including j n + 11, the other including j n + m + 11, or are a spanning 
tree of B and a spanning subgraph of A consisting of two trees, one including in i , the other including i n+m 
+1 \ . Therefore, the number of spanning trees which include i n, n + 1 I is fnem +Bnfmm But fn = F2n, and it 
is shown in [4] that en = F2n-1 • Therefore, from (3), 

F2n+2m = F2n+1F2m + F2nF2m-1 fa m > V. 

The corresponding formula for L2n+2m does n o t appear to come through so readily from this type of argument. 

1 COMPOSITION FORMULAE FOR F2n 

If (a,f, — , Ofr) is a composition of n, then the number of spanning trees of the fan in Fig. 2 which exclude 
Id], a? + ll , idf + CL2, aj + 0*2+ ll, — \CL1 + '" +&k-1' a1 + '" + %-7 + 1\ 

but include ail other edges of the rim is a^o^ — &k, for this is the number of different combinations of spokes 
which such a spanning three may include. Therefore 

(4) F2n = £ a,02-a* , 
y(n) 

where y(n) indicates summation over all compositions (a-i —, a&J of nf the number of components being vari-
able. This formula is due to Moser and Whitney IB]. 

Hoggatt and Lind [5] have shown that this formula may be inverted to give 
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y(n) 
This may be demonstrated combinatorially as follows. The number of spanning trees of the fan in Fig. 2 which do" 
not have any rim edges missing is n. The total number of spanning trees is F2n. For a given composition 
fez,-., <W of n with k > 2, the number of spanning trees which do not contain the edges J aj, ay + / L 

\®>l+a2,a1+a2+l\r~! \.a1 + - +ak-i,a1 + >» +0^-1 + 1 } 

"s fr2a1^2a2 '". ^2ak - Therefore, by the Principle of Inclusion and Exclusion (see Riordan [7 ] , Chapter 3) 

" = Y*(-Vk-lF2«1F2^~F2ak • 
y(n) 

Of course it now follows that 

«5> F2n = n+j^ 22(-1}kF2aiF2a2:-F2ak , 
k=2 yk(n) 

where jk(n) denotes summation overall impart compositions of /?. 

4 COWSPOSlIfOi FORMULAE FOR L2„-2. 

The formulae in this section are analogous to the formulae (4) and (5) of the previous section. The main difference 
is that the formulae in this section are obtained from the wheel in Fig, 4, whereas in the last section they were ob-
tained from the fan in Fig. 2. 

/ ? - / 

Figure 4 

If (ai, - . , ak) is a composition of n, and / is an integer, 0 < / <n, then the number of spanning trees of the 
wheel in Fig. 4 which exclude the edges 

lat+haj+j+lX, iaf+a2+laf+a2+l+ / L - , | % + ». + ak+i a$ + - + ak+j + 7 J 

[the integers here being taken modulo n], but include all the remaining edges in the rim, is fl/fl^ •» an„ It W8 Slim 
over all such compositions into k parts and all possible values of j, we obtain 

_^ 
yk(n) 

But this sum counts each spanning tree which has exactly k specified edges on the rim excluded, precisely k 
times. Therefore the number of spanning trees which exclude exactly k edges of the rim is 
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7k M 

Therefore 

n 

L2„~2 = n ^ J J2 ala2"' ak -
k=f ykfn) 

i.e., 

L2n~2= E 
y(n) 

a formula which is analogous to (4). 
We now find a formula for l-2n - 2 which is analogous to (5). The number of spanning trees of a wheel which do 

not have any rim edges missing is 0. The total number of spanning trees of a wheel is L2n -2. For a given com-
position (df, d2, ~',ak) of n, and a given integer/, 0<j<n, the number of spanning tre® which do .not con* 
tasn the edges 

| aj+j, Q,i+j+l\, [ai +a2+[f a; + a2+j+ f I, —, j a / + ••• + ak+j, a-j + - +ak+j+ 1) 

ls ^2at ^2a2 '" F2ak • By a similar argument to that just used above, the sum 

\ LA F2al
 F2*2 - F2ak 

Jk(n) 

is the sum taken over all combinations of k edges from the rim of the number of spanning trees which do not con-
tain any of the k rim edges of the combination. Therefore, by the Principle of Inclusion and Exclusion 

O = L2n -2+Y, <-1>k I E F^i F2«* " F2a« • 
k=1 yk(n) 

Therefore 

hn-2 = Z ) (~1>k'1 | F2ai F2a2 - F2ak , 
y(n) 

a formula which is analogous to (5). 
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